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sional bursts of enemy machine-gun fire and nervous grenade
and rocket firing have ceased. Both trenches settle down to a
period of the quiet which is customary at intervals over rou-
tine nights in trenches where both sides have been at it for
over three years.
"Give them a few rounds with the mitrailleuse and see if
they are still alive/5 the company captain orders. A machine-
gun lieutenant sends a panoramic sweep of lead out into the
darkness. A sheepskin-coated poilu, silently occupying his
little niche in the trench next, obeying an order, drops a
grenade into the cup-like end of his grenade rifle, and fires.
The half-pound explosive slug leaves the cup with a metallic
ring, and detonates with a roar and a white smoke cloud a
score of yards in 'front. The poilu lays his steel helmet on the
parapet and deftly. heaves a hand grenade, which sends its
pieces zinging from just in front of the wire as everybody
ducks. A parachute flare sky-rockets up from a few yards
away, and floats down, lighting up nothing but the frosty
tangle of wire and dull gray grass ahead. Then it becomes
quiet again. "The Boche is not very hateful to-night," the
captain suggests.
A soldier comes along the trench with a steaming pail. It
is the night coffee brewed back in the third line rolling
kitchen, and carried up. This kitchen soldier is the night's
most welcome guest. With the coffee he brings along the
"gnole," the French army's ration of grog. A poilu explains
to-night that American soldiers in this trench sometime ago
called it "booze," and drank it with a gulp and a cough. Most
poilus mix it with their coffee, though this one adds that he
found it handy fuel, when his regiment was on the Chemin
des Dames, to heat field rations in a stove made of an up-
turned German shrapnel helmet.
The night patrol is starting. The trench has been warned

